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DOMA-QoS: two rhetorical questions
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QoS is asking two questions:

Are there places in experiment work-flows where it makes sense to 
trade performance/reliability for increased storage capacity?

Are there places in experiment work-flows where a small amount of 
higher performance storage would yield significant benefits?

(Note that these questions are strongly experiment focused: this effort 
will only be successful with strong input from experiments.)

Assuming the answer to these questions is “yes” then how do we 
achieve these trade-offs?



DOMA-QoS: background
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HEP has a long tradition of handling storage QoS:
We have stored data on tape as reliable and cheap media, and recall data back 
to disk when needed.

This has served us well, but the terms DISK and TAPE are increasingly 
problematic:

DISK: NVMe → SSD → HDD (SAS/SATA/Shingled/…) → erasure coding

TAPE: magnetic, optical, highly-redundant geographically distibuted disks

Better to describe storage by expectation, rather than media:

Allows experiments to be “future proof” against new technologies.

Allows sites to innovate, provided the service meets expectations.
● For example, if TAPE is expected to be reliable storage where fast access isn’t needed, does it 

really need to be on spools of magnetic tape?



DOMA-QoS: open questions
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What does “cost” mean?
Selecting QoS is inherently cost-focused: minimising cost, or (equivalently) maximising 
use of available capacity.

Is this cost real money (dollar/euro/…), some measure of capacity (2x file size), or 
fraction of pledged resources.

Is cached storage a form of QoS?

Is storage that is read through a cache different from storage accessed without any 
cache?

Does a file stored in a cache have a different QoS from a file not stored in the cache?

Is data locality a form of QoS?

Is the locality of data within a Data Lake (e.g., near some computing facility)  a QoS of 
that data?

How do we expose QoS (and cost)?

How do we change QoS?



DOMA-QoS: this meeting
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Some basic decisions: 
How often should we meet? (e.g., every two weeks)

Which day-of-the-week should we meet up?

A volunteer to act as a secretary?

Specific people to act as a connections with experiments, development 
teams, other WGs, …?

Get a first draft of our mandate.

Next steps …
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